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What is non-rev?
Non-revenue travel is the term given to airline employees and eligible pass riders (people like your
spouse/domestic partner, children under 23, and parents) who are typically flying for free or at a reduced rate.
We also call this “interline” travel. It is very important for you to understand that your ability to fly at a discount,
or free, is not a guaranteed benefit – but a privilege, that can be revoked at any time. This guide has been
developed to help you understand our policies and how to use your non-revenue/space available (NRSA) flight
privileges.
Most airlines have a physical pass bureau, or an office that handles employee leisure and business travel. Our
airline does not have a dedicated pass bureau; however, you can always send an email to
stafftravel@flytradewind.com. Our “virtual” pass bureau is not to be treated as a travel agency as these
individuals have other duties within the Company, so please use the resources located in this brochure to help
plan your travel as well as understand your NRSA flight privileges.
It is important for our Tradewind staff to fully explain the NRSA flight privileges to all of your eligible pass riders as
their actions can have a negative impact on your own abilities to use the NRSA flight privileges.
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YOUR FLIGHT BENEFITS ON TRADEWIND
As an active FULL TIME employee IN GOOD STANDING you are granted the following:
>
Unlimited space available flights on Tradewind FOR:
Yourself
Your legal spouse OR domestic partner OR registered guest (ONLY one of these three)
Children under 23 (19-23 must be a full time student IN college)
Your legal parents (only one set, can’t put both sets if you have step parents)
>
Unlimited COMPANIONS when flying WITH YOU
>
Interline travel benefits, when applicable
>
Discounts on hotels (listed at the back of this guide)
>
75% off Federal Express shipments for personal use only

Please note: taxes may be required for non-revenue travel dependent on the route (such as international
travel).
Benefits are available ONLY on SCHEDULED flights. We do NOT offer benefits for Part 91/Part 135 charter
flights or repositioning flights.
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Who Can & Can’t Fly
Yes (Eligibles)

NO

Children – UP TO 19 years old
30 year old son

Children – 19 to 23 FULL TIME in school
(with valid ID)

Grandma or Aunt

Legal Spouse
Pastor

Mom & Dad
22 year old daughter, not in college

Partner / Travel Companion
It is important that we protect who can and cannot use our NRSA flight privileges. The IRS sets the main parameters for free
travel, and can come back and tax you for imputed income if we let people who are not eligible per the IRS code fly – which
could mean a hefty tax bill come February. So please be honest when filling out your employee travel profile and supply the
required documentation so we can verify eligibility.
You may select to list your legal spouse or a registered guest that may utilize your flight privileges. Legal spouse is defined as
your spouse based on where you live (receive your paycheck/stub), not necessarily the laws of where you work. If you are
married, you do not necessarily need to list your spouse. If you chose to not list a spouse or are not legally married, you may
list a registered guest. Registered guest travel is not guaranteed or promised on all of our ZED partner airlines. You can only
change a spouse or registered guest once a year, and after a 90 day waiting period once you submit a letter asking Tradewind
to remove the spouse or registered guest. You cannot list both a spouse and a registered guest.
You may also offer your NRSA flight privileges to your parents, please ensure you provide us with all the required information –
including a copy of your birth certificate and/or adoption paperwork linking your parents to you. In the event your parents are
divorced, you can only select one set of parents to fly (for example – father & stepmom may be listed, but you cannot offer
NRSA flight privileges to your mother & stepfather). You may, however, change parents once a year after a 90 day
removal/suspension with a letter to HR/Employee travel. In-laws are not eligible for NRSA flight privileges. If you are listing a
step-parent, we will need a copy of your birth certificate listing your natural parents, and then the marriage certificate between
one of your natural parents and the step parent.
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You may list any biological children up to the age of 19 on your NRSA flight privileges. If you have children between the ages of
19 and 23, they may only have NRSA flight privileges if they are enrolled full time in a college (we must see their transcripts
every semester). If you have stepchildren, you may list only those that live under your roof. Children will be removed at the
age of 19 without proof of continuing education and also at the age of 23. Should you have any adult children over the age of
23 that are not able to be independent, please contact Pass Bureau for information on flight benefits for them.
The tax law allows your children, up to 23, who are enrolled in college full time to use your NRSA flight privileges – so you must
send us a copy of their enrollment and college ID, otherwise we will be forced to remove them from the system. We require
this to be done every six (6) months while enrolled in college. If you are not legally married in the state you live in, you can
select a travel partner. If your marriage status should legally change, please submit that paperwork to the Pass Bureau so we
can update your information in the system. Per IATA, Tradewind will recognize your married partner (for travel) based on your
home state’s laws.
Should you have step children, you can only list your children that live under your roof. Anyone else that you would like to fly
on Tradewind, but is not eligible per the IRS guidelines, you would have to fly with them. You are welcome to have anyone join
you when flying on Tradewind; however, you must both be booked at the same time, fly the same routing, and fly on the same
flights, this is in lieu of “buddy passes”.

Note: Just because you may submit paperwork for a traveler, as outlined above, does not guarantee they will be able to travel
on all of our partner airlines in myIDtravel.

Registering to fly
Before you start flying on other airlines and on Tradewind, please submit an Employee Travel Profile to the Pass Bureau. If you
do not have one, please get one from your manager or the Pass Bureau can e-mail one to you. Fill out the form in its entirety
and send in copies of any required documents (birth certificates, marriage certificates, driver’s licenses, college schedules,
etc.). This information is not shared with any other personnel or workgroup and is kept confidential only to be accessible by
the staff of the Pass Bureau.
The Employee Travel Profile must be completed in full and signed by you. You will need all of your pertinent information when
you fill out the form, such as your date of hire and Tradewind ID number. When putting in names of your eligible pass riders, it
is very important that the information you provide matches what is on their passport or official government ID. For instance,
do not put down the name “Rick” if your legal name is “Richard”.
TSA and government bodies typically require genders and dates of birth.
Should one of your eligible pass riders have a redress or known traveler number, that is not stored in the myIDtravel system.
You will be allowed to enter it during the booking process.
Upon successful registration in the myIDtravel system, you will receive an e-mail with instructions. You will need to select a
password that is:
 At least 8 characters long
 Has one capital letter
 Has one numeric character
 Has one special character.
The Pass Bureau will not have access to your myIDtravel password.
Please note: It is against the ZED-MIBA agreements to allow children under 16 to travel alone. Unaccompanied minors are not
allowed to travel via agreements loaded in myIDtravel unless the airline specifically authorizes this. Airlines will disclose this on
the AGREEMENTS page of myIDtravel or on the www.flyzed.info pages.
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HOW TO LIST FOR FLIGHTS
Tradewind staff & eligibles wishing to fly on Tradewind flights must contact their manager or reservations/dispatch to list for
your flight.
When flying on other airlines, most of our agreements are available on myidtravel.com – which requires processing of the
Employee Travel Profile as well as at least 180 days of employment with Tradewind. You may share your myIDtravel password
with your eligible should you allow them to list for their own flights. Most airlines require you are employed with Tradewind
for at least 3 to 6 months before you can fly on interline discounts. You must be employed by Tradewind Airlines for 30 days
prior to yourself or any eligible to fly on Tradewind.
For all other airlines NOT in myIDtravel, please submit a pass request / listing request to your manager and/or pass bureau, at
least 7 days in advance of travel. If you need to travel sooner, please understand we will do our best to expedite your request.
Travel on other airlines requires at least 8 days before travel – please have your flights researched and selected PRIOR to
submitting your request to the pass bureau.
If another airline requires advance payment for any listings, our pass bureau will contact you directly for a credit card.

HOW TO SELECT FLIGHTS
For all non-Tradewind flights, you will always go to www.myidtravel.com and login to list/view/cancel. We will provide a list
showing which system to use for our respective agreements with other airlines. You may list up to 1 hour prior to departure
for most airlines, and they must be completed via myIDtravel.com
When selecting flights on other airlines, you can do a number of “tricks”. One is to go to their website and try to book a ticket
on the flights you would like to fly on & look at their seat map to see how many seats appear to be open. Remember, not all
passengers obtain a seat assignment when making a reservation, but if you see a lot of seats open, that is a good sign. Another
trick is to try to purchase the maximum number of seats (i.e. – 5, 7, and 10) on any particular flight. This works well on smaller
capacity aircraft. Unfortunately, neither of these two tricks tell you how many other people are trying to get on a particular
flight either. Sometimes a call to the airline’s reservations line can be helpful by asking how a flight looks, if they would try to
fly on that flight, etc.
On the myIDtravel platform, there are three (3) types of smiley faces depicted – these are not always accurate. But the red
face is typically always bad; however, do not think that a green happy face means it is wide open. By clicking on the flight
number, the flight detail will appear and sometimes show the GDS Availability matrix (number of seats available in each fare
class). Always call the airline and do a bit of research on your flights. Remember: other airline employees & eligible pass riders
may be trying to get on the same flight. Do not call the Pass Bureau or another airline’s pass bureau to check loads. As an
OTHER AIRLINE employee flying, your placement on the standby list will typically be at the bottom.
As an employee, you & your eligible pass riders fly on a space available basis, so you do not know if you are going to get a seat
until about 15 minutes before departure, if not closer to door close. Flying on Fridays & Sundays are especially challenging,
and around holidays (although travel on a holiday is normally easy).
When flying on another airline, it is important that you learn about their policies for NRSA travel and any dress code
requirements. Many airlines post this information at http://www.flyzed.info. However, it is also safe to follow our own
policies unless otherwise noted when flying on other airlines. If a dress code is not present on flyzed.info, then please dress in
business casual. Violations that are reported to Tradewind will result in an immediate suspension of travel privileges, no
questions.
Please note: many airlines do not allow upgrades when flying NRSA from another airline; however, it does not hurt to ask.
Airlines that do offer upgrade abilities for non-revs typically require “Sunday-best” type clothing when flying in First or Business
class.
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Be smart when flying non-rev, and understand that you may NOT MAKE IT ON THE
FLIGHT YOU SELECTED!

AT THE AIRPORT
For interline travel (non-Tradewind), we recommend 60 minutes for domestic and 90 minutes for international. When
traveling from some foreign countries, you may also need to clear immigration before getting to security, so please check with
the airline you are traveling NRSA with for their local check-in recommendations.
Not all airlines allow for check-in via websites, mobile apps, or kiosks.
When checking in for a flight, it is polite to show your ID along with government ID for a gate pass at the ticket counter. Rarely
will an airline “clear” you for a flight at the ticket counter, but it can happen. You should not wear anything that identifies you
as a non-rev when flying, so remove any Company uniforms or lanyards around your neck. When checking in, you may also
want to inquire about the availability of the flight and how many people are also trying to fly standby. This may help you
decide if you want to try the flight you are listed on, or fly on another.
NOTE: when you are flying on a ticket obtained via myIDtravel, any routing changes may require you to rebook in the
myIDtravel platform. So if you are flying LGA-ATL-MIA but want to change to LGA-MIA, you will need to go in the portal and
reissue your own ticket. The Pass Bureau cannot do this for you as we do not have access to your password.
It is also important that you meet our dress code policy. We believe in traveling “smart”. We do not require “Sunday best”,
but we will not allow you on if you are not dressed properly. Avoid cut-off shorts, t-shirts with obscene or political messages,
etc. More information on dress code can be found further into this guide. It is best to be as discrete as you can, do not talk
Company business around passengers/staff, and do not draw attention to yourself. Learn about the dress code of the airline
you are flying at www.flyzed.info. If there is no dress code listed, follow the Tradewind Business Casual Dress code – DRESS TO
IMPRESS.
Rule of thumb: it is best to not confront a gate agent who challenges you on inappropriate clothing or if they feel you are not
in compliance with the dress code.
Once you have a gate pass, proceed to security and about 30 minutes before the flight’s departure, the gate agent(s) may start
to “clear” the list. Airlines sort their list based on a number of factors – including your affiliation with that airline and time of
check-in. Delta Airlines, for instance, may have monitors in the gate area showing the standby list, the names of those wishing
to board, and their seat assignments once cleared. Delta Airlines may not make an announcement if/when you have been
cleared for the flight, so please keep an eye on the gate monitors where installed.
Due to weight & balance issues, non-revs on Tradewind or other airlines may not be cleared all the time. So it is important that
you plan accordingly. Any luggage you checked will also fly on a space-available basis.
Passengers that are not able to be accommodated on the flight of choice should be asked to be transferred to the next flight.
Stand-by travel on Tradewind does not guarantee travel on Tradewind, so plan smartly.
ZED participation does not guarantee access to premium cabins. Not all airlines grant upgrades, nor is it a contractual
obligation. Your appearance may also affect your ability to upgrade should you not be in proper attire. Information on
upgrades can be found at www.flyzed.info and select the appropriate airline from the drop down list.
Most airlines require you list and pay for your pass at least 30 minutes before the flight. There are instances where myIDtravel
has glitches and you receive a confirmation number without being charged on your card – so should an airline advice you at
check-in there is a balance due, its best to pay for it and dispute or research the charges once you get to your destination. We
can help you research the payment issue.
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BAGGAGE
Tradewind will only offer NRSA travel privileges to airlines who are members of ZED-MIBA, a group coordinated with IATA for
standards in non-revenue travel. As a ZED member, you will never be charged for a carry-on bag or the 1st checked bag. Some
airlines allow 40 pounds, some 50, for checked luggage. It is your responsibility to check each airlines’ policies by visiting
www.flyzed.info, although most will outline their policies in the “ID Agreements” section of myIDtravel.

DURING THE FLIGHT
If you have been cleared to board, please take your seat and enjoy your flight. When flying on another airline, please be aware
that some airlines will not change your seat or allow seat requests. Do not discuss Company business with customers or try to
jump in on any conversations. It is very easy to misrepresent Tradewind when flying and you may accidentally disclose
confidential information without realizing it. While “shop talk” may be engaging, please make sure it is not within earshot of
paying customers.
Please use tact on flights where items are sold. Do not ask for free items or try to get out of paying. There may be times in
which the flight crew will offer items at no charge, but do not expect the items for free. Please refrain from flashing your ID
badge when asking for items with a surcharge (i.e. – DVD player, alcohol, buy-on-board snacks, etc.).
Should you not like your seat or seatmate, please go to the rear of the aircraft and out of way of other customers and flight
crew members. You can tell the flight attendant you are hoping to see if something else is available that might be better;
she/he will give you direction as to what to do. Do not just arbitrarily change your seat; please advise a crew member.
When flying in a Tradewind uniform (polo, pilot uniform, etc.), you are not to consume alcohol on Tradewind or on another
airline.

AFTER THE FLIGHT
It is also a great courtesy to help the flight crews if needed, for instance, when deplaning help cross seat belts or remove
garbage from your row or nearby. It is not required you assist, but it always a nice gesture to the staff around you.
Baggage issues or losses do not mean you are entitled to compensation. If your bags are not on the carousel, please check with
the respective airline baggage service office. You may need to file a lost baggage claim report, but most airlines will not deliver
bags to your hotel or home, you will need to retrieve your bags from the airport once they arrive.
Airlines are required to cover any items stolen from your bags as a non-rev, but they are not liable for any damage to luggage.
Should you have any questions or problems about your trip, please check with your manager or email the Pass Bureau. If you
have any unused tickets, you can opt to save them and reuse for future travel or request a refund. Most refunds must be done
within 90 days of purchase.
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DRESS CODE
DRESS TO IMPRESS! Please try to dress “smart” when flying – typically pants and a collared shirt or comfortable blouse/dress.
Avoid flip-flops and high heel shoes, shorts, etc. think safety (the more your body is covered the better off in the event of an
emergency). Please review airline dress codes at www.flyzed.info for individual policies.

Clothes to avoid:







Ripped or torn clothing
T shirts with obscene text /
graphics
Clothing with political statements
Clothes with a strong odor
Pajama pants / tops
Remove airline IDs/lanyards








Open heeled shoes
Flip flops
Bare mid-drifts
Clothes that reveal body parts
Airline uniforms (except for
deadheading flight crews/staff)
Clothing that does not properly
cover or fit your body

If you are flying on another airline, like Delta or Spirit, please dress in business casual. Your appearance is a
reflection on our airline when traveling as a guest.
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ZED Pricing
Most agreements that Tradewind enters are ZED agreements. ZED stands for Zonal Employee Discount, and is a program
managed in coordination with IATA. Member airlines agree to standards when joining IATA’s ZED group, including fares,
baggage, and rules governing transportation.
ZED Space Available Economy Class Fares are listed below, and used only for financial planning. ZED fares do NOT include any
taxes as required by law, so the total fare will be higher.
ZL = Low ZED fare level
ZM = Medium ZED fare level
Zone Distance in Miles

ZH = High ZED fare level

ZL

ZM

ZH

1

1 450

$15

$24

$44

2

451 - 750

$19

$29

$49

3

751 1600

$29

$39

$59

4

1601 - 3200

$39

$59

$99

5

3201 - 4080

$49

$69

$109

6

4081 5000

$59

$79

$119

7

5001 6100

$69

$89

$129

8

6101 7100

$79

$109

$159

9

7101 - 9999

$99

$129

$179

Here is an example of Nashville to Ft. Lauderdale on JetBlue:
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NON-AIRLINE DISCOUNTS
A number of our travel industry vendors are happy to provide Tradewind staff discounts when traveling. NOTE:
these discounts are for YOU when traveling, they can not be used by eligibles!
Marriott Hotels – use code TVL when searching at Marriott.com May say Travel Agent rate, call Marriott to verify
as some markets list it as a travel industry, airline, or travel agent rate.
Aston Hotels – use code AIRE when searching for hotels at aston.com
Starwood Hotels – use code AIRL when searching at starwood.com
Hyatt Hotels – use code TIRT when searching at hyatt.com
Hilton & chain brands (Embassy Suites, Hampton Inn) – use the Hilton HHonors MVP link (you will need a Hilton
HHonors number). This link gives you 20% off the lowest rate at participating hotels. http://tinyurl.com/hiltonmvp

Helpful Websites for Travel

Perx.com – requires registration, offers fairly good discounts on cruises, all-inclusive hotels, and sometimes car
rentals.

Dynamic Travel / Interline Travel.com
Good discounts on cruises, hotels/resorts, car rentals, tour packages, theme park tickets.
Username: nonrev
Password: interline
Other websites:
www.dargal.con
www.airlinestaffrates.com
www.passrider.com
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Avoid flying on Friday and Sundays
Do some research to make sure there are no large events or conferences occurring when you want
to fly
Always have a back-up
Keep enough money in your bank account to purchase new ZED tickets if you need to reroute
When flying overseas or long distances, remember to think about getting “close” to your
destination if the original flight is full/not available. For example, if you are trying to fly to Paris
but the flight is full, consider flights to London, Amsterdam, Brussels, Madrid, or Rome. Same on
the return – a flight to JFK may be full, but Atlanta, Detroit, or Seattle may be open
Do not use your NRSA travel privileges if you have called out sick from work
Make sure that you explain how to non-rev to your eligible pass riders as their actions could result
in disciplinary action against you should there be a reported violation.
Standby does not guarantee a seat
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